Abstract

The technology is increasing to use the information in relational data for saving in database. This database are used in collaboration of environment is used to exact the data and the data is need to security threat for ownership rights. The watermarking is enforcing the data saving the ownership rights in relational data saving in database. In this watermarking technique was containing both reversible and non-reversible technique for data storage and recovery. The watermarking technique was providing security threats concerning the ownership rights. The attacking the data saved in database which was in EyeOs cloud server to solve this problem in this watermarking technique using UID for relational data saving in database using four steps modules for encoding and decoding the discovery knowledge (data). Watermarking technique contains the following steps. They are step one is to encoding and decoding the data saved in database step two is to discover of the knowledge of original data saved in database protected from attacker.
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